
AWARD WINNING COPYWRITING ADS

20+ Brilliant Ads That Grab Your Attention With Clever Headlines And Copy They include classics from the Mad Men
era, past and present Cannes winners.

The text-filled billboard was a perfect example of how long-form copy is used to good effect. The first two
headlines, on the other hand, are much more important to the ad. Well played Snowbird. The only benefitâ€”if
you can even call it thatâ€”is that MOAA members choose the coverage they want for their pets. The ad above
was actually beaten to position one by the following ad: This ad does nothing to alleviate my apprehensions
about searching for a home insurance quote. Miss Clairol's Hair-coloring Anytime you are making a change to
your body, you want people to notice but not so much that they question whether or not it is fake. The ASA
stole it. The campaign name? To mark the release of the all-new Volkswagen Up! Well played. However you
choose to do it, keep the end goal of your user in mind when writing your ad copy. The advert, which featured
a picture of a Big Mac alongside clever wordplay, successfully re-ignited the famous debate amongst the
public, which to this day, continues to fiercely divide opinion. DIXONS saw consumer electronics retailer
Dixons release a series of down-to-earth, eloquent and articulate adverts which used copywriting to great
effect. It's a different advertiser altogether, but I think you see my point. Drink and Orange. Prioritize your
best copy. Further, they make effective use of the second headline by offering the additional benefit of picking
up your car themselves. The display URL can serve two purposes â€” it can be something more interesting and
relevant to the copy of your ads, and it can and should contain your top keywords. This ad is a complete waste
of description space. Wellâ€”almost perfect. The headlines are okay; including a call to action with a slight
sense of urgency is a fine practice. The first headline perfectly reflects what the user is trying to
accomplishâ€”you need to sell your car, and Carvana wants to buy it. About the Author: Trendjackers Team
Trendjackers are a creative trio who write blogs about all things digital marketing. Finally, Carvana uses the
description to highlight the simplicity of the process and the added bonus of getting your money the same day.
Each advert described how consumers use up-market retailers to look and try products, purely for the
experience, but then go to Dixons to actually purchase them. Speaking of whichâ€¦ 4. Related Posts. Run our
free Google Ads Performance Grader today! Create unique, keyword-rich display URLs. They actually had to
start cutting orange trees down. The two ads above for car insurance quotes in Rhode Island where I happen to
be as I write this both feature plenty of actual numbers not only in the headline, but in the body copy as well.
Include emotional triggers in your ads. It tells me that their plans work with any licensed veterinarian and
include coverage for hereditary health problems my pets might have. While the headline is money, what I love
most is the email opt-in. What makes this killer copywriting? Include Numbers or Statistics in Your Headlines
Advertisers will do practically anything to get you to click on their ads, but all they really need to do is make
your life easier, cut the crap, and get to the point. Fortunately, you can preempt both of these common
obstacles with a little forethought and some smart copy. Ready to learn how you can vastly improve your PPC
ad copy? It looks better than a generic homepage URL, and gives the advertiser another opportunity to appear
alongside the search term. The second ad is significantly worse.


